The use of heterogeneous distributed systems is a promising approach to significantly increas e computational performance of scientific applications . However, one key to this strategy is to minimiz e the percentage of time spent by an application moving data between machines . This percentage i s composed of two parts : 1) the time to translate data between the formats used on different machines , and 2) the time to move data over the network that interconnects the machines . Previous wor k suggests that data format conversion activity, generally known as presentation-level services, is by fa r the more costly of the two .
INTRODUCTIO N
There are several different ways to emplo y parallelism in scientific computations . The us e of massively parallel machines has receive d considerable attention and has generated som e notable successes . Many of these successes , however, have come about in the solution of socalled embarrassingly parallel problems, suc h as Monte Carlo simulations and ray tracin g graphics .
Another way to apply parallelism to scientifi c computational problems is to divide a calculation into several algorithms, where eac h runs optimally on a different computer architecture [3, 71 . For example, consider a problem that has both a hydrodynamic s calculation and a Monte Carlo calculation . Experience shows that for certain classes o f problems, the hydrodynamics calculation run s best on a shared memory multiprocessor, whil e the Monte Carlo calculation runs best on a massively parallel distributed memory machin e [14] . The obvious strategy to achieve the bes t computational performance is to partition an d then distribute the computation, running th e hydrodynamics on a shared memory system an d the Monte Carlo on a large distributed memor y system.
In order for this approach to work effectively , the ratio of computation time taken by eac h partition to the time taken to move dat a between partitions must be high . Recen t advances in networking technology make i t possible to move large volumes of data betwee n machines in a relatively short period of time . Networks capable of achieving close to 1 gigabi t per second are currently undergoing field test . While process-to-process communication s throughput will be somewhat less than 1 gigabit per second due to operating system an d protocol overhead, sufficient residua l bandwidth will remain to support the kinds o f distributed calculations described above .
However, another problem remains . In many cases the data formats of machines ar e significantly different . For example, a CRAY X-MP, Y-MP or Y-MP C90, which are classi c examples of a shared memory multiprocessor , support a floating point format that is significantly different than that supported on most existing massively parallel distribute d memory machines . Furthermore, a CRA Y supports integers that are 64 bits in length , while most massively parallel distribute d memory machines support only 32 bit integers . This implies that data moved between machine s may need to be converted from the sendin g machine's format into the receiving machine' s format .
Communication system architects now kno w that the time to perform data conversio n dominates the time to move data betwee n machines of different architectures, given th e availability of high-performance communicatio n networks [2] . In terms of a standar d communications architecture, data conversio n occurs at the presentation-level . Thus, th e feasibility of distributing scientific application s across heterogeneous machines rests, to a certain extent, on the efficiency of presentationlevel services . Improving the efficiency o f presentation-level services also expands th e applicability of distributed computing to a wide r range of scientific problems .
With this in mind, we decided to explore way s to make presentation-level activity as effectiv e as possible. Since our main focus is scientifi c distributed applications, we concentrated on techniques to improve the efficiency of converting scientific data, i .e ., arrays of integers and reals.
Recently, several investigators have explore d presentation-level performance issues . Huitem a and Chave [5] studied ways to make ASN . l compilers perform well, concluding tha t presentation-level performance is strongl y related to the use of appropriat e implementation strategies rather than the us e of a particular transmission format (e .g., ASN.l, )(DR). Sample and Neufeld [12] determined that presentation-level peformance depends heavil y on the number of calls to buffer and memory management routines inside primitive type ACM SIGCOMM -19--encoding and decoding routines . While this is a general result, their work concentrated on th e performance of converting character strings and single integers within record structures , rather than on scientific data.
Using these results as a foundation, we investigated how to apply vectorization to th e conversion of scientific data . Our result s include not only the performance improvement s we were able to obtain by vectorization, but als o the implications such an approach has o n software portability, programmer productivity , and protocol standardization issues .
In the next section we discuss issues o f vectorized presentation-level services that affec t distributed application development and use . Section 3 describes our approach to each o f these issues . We compare the performance o f our approach to that of two other popula r scientific software development environments for distributed applications in section 4 . In section 5 we summarize the lessons we hav e learned from our research and suggest areas of future investigation .
VECTORIZED PRESENTATION-LEVEL SERVICES : ISSUE S
The job of the presentation-level is to relieve th e distributed application programmer fro m concerns about differences in dat a representation on machines supporting th e application . Two presentation-level issues significantly interact with vectorization : 1) th e presentation-level programming interface, an d 2) the presentation-level protocol architecture .
The presentation-level programmin g interface
There are three basic types of programmin g interface for presentation-level services : 1) a program library, 2) a stub compiler, and 3) a n embedded language . Each approach has variations that allow the vectorization o f presentation-level services . However, the mos t popular interfaces in the first two categories d o not currently support vectorization and ar e architected in a way that makes its additio n problematic.
.1 Program libraries
programs, decreasing application programme r productivity . A program library interface provides access t o procedures that encode or decode data into a standard format suitable for transmission between machines . Some libraries also allow the programmer to build up more complicate d data structures, such as arrays, from base dat a types by calling special constructor routines [8] .
The most popular presentation-level interfac e for scientific applications based on a program library, Sun Microsystem's XDR library [8] , wa s not written with vectorization in mind . To send an array of integers or reals using the XD R library, the programmer makes a call to a routine called xdr_vector() . One of th e arguments to xdr_vector() is a pointer t o another routine, for example xdr_int() o r xdr_float(), that encodes/decodes the elemen t type of the array . Since for each array elemen t the procedure that encodes/decodes the array calls a procedure that encodes/decodes th e array elements, a vectorizing C compiler doe s not convert the xdr_vector() call into vectorize d code .
While it is possible to explicitly call a vectorize d routine to convert data into an array of byte s and then transmit them using the XDR library , this moves the responsibility for presentationlevel services to the application programmer , decreasing productivity . The programmer fo r each distributed application must becom e familiar with the concepts of the presentationlevel, as well as use specialized routines tha t convert data to/from an appropriate intermediate representation .
Moreover, if a program is intended to run o n several machines, some of which do not have vectorization hardware, this approac h encourages non-portable programs . To accommodate vectorization, either th e programmer must #ifdef the vectorized an d non-vectorized versions of the data conversio n code, or write two versions of the conversio n procedures . In addition, if machines of differen t architecture provide vector hardware with different interfaces, further #ifdef sections o r procedures are required, one for each architecture on which the application runs . This increases the complexity of application Another popular system for programmin g scientific distributed applications that uses a programming library to access presentationlevel services is PVM 1 [4] . The PVM interfac e accepts data in the form of arrays, so vectorize d format conversion would be possible, althoug h it is not presently implemented . PVM provide s XDR encode/decode functionality by calling standard XDR encode/decode procedures . Consequently, vectorization of PVM presentation-level services would require a reimplementation of XDR within the PVM cod e set.
In addition to the problems they introduce wit h respect to vectorization, programming library interfaces to presentation-level services forc e the application programmer to design miniatur e presentation-level protocols when sendin g complex data, such as elaborate records o r arrays of records . These protocols ar e represented by nested calls to librar y constructor routines and base type translatio n routines that result in complicated and hard t o maintain application source code . Furthermore , interoperability between applications sending and receiving the same complex data i s problematic, since implementors may no t choose to represent this data by the same set o f nested library calls, resulting in incompatibl e protocols .
Stub compiler s
A stub compiler [6, 9] produces a procedure , called a stub, that translates data structure s represented in a machine's interna l representation to/from a standard intermediat e representation during the course of sending o r receiving a remote procedure call (RPC) . The programmer writes a description of a stub i n terms of the procedure and its arguments , places it along with other stub descriptions in a module called an interface, and executes th e stub compiler, providing the interface modul e as input . For each stub description, th e compiler generates two stubs -one for sendin g the procedure call and the other for receiving it .
Since stubs are generated by a common stu b compiler, they relieve the applicatio n programmer from designing and implementin g miniature presentation-level protocols to communicate complex data structures . Stubs generated from the same interface represen t data with the same protocol mappings, whic h guarantees interoperability even if applicatio n code is written by different implementors .
While it would be possible for stub compilers t o output vectorizable code, to our knowledge suc h compilers do not exist . Perhaps one reason i s the difficulty in automatically generatin g vectorizable code that can be processed by a large number of vectorizing compilers . Fo r example, a programmer annotates a program t o inform a typical vectorizing C compiler that there are no dependencies between pointer s referenced inside a loop, However, at present there are no standard annotations used b y these compilers 2 . Consequently, a stu b compiler would have to generate a sequence o f #ifdef code sections, one section for each C compiler that the stub generator supports, in order for its code to be portable betwee n different machines . Such an approach woul d greatly increase stub compiler complexity , leading to significantly higher maintenanc e costs .
Another possible approach is to place vectorized conversion routines in the RPC runtime library . This eliminates any increased complexity in th e stub compiler, placing the burden of managing the vectorized source code with the runtim e librarian . Selection of the appropriate sourc e code could take place when the RPC runtime i s generated, eliminating the overhead o f producing vectorized code each time a n application stub is compiled.
As with program library interfaces, the stu b compiler approach has characteristics tha t decrease application programmer efficiency . I n particular, stubs are designed, written , compiled and maintained in a separate cod e development stream from that used to design , write, compile and maintain applicatio n programs . From this perspective they are ver y 2 Currently, the Numerical C Extensions Group of ANS I X3J11 is developing a standard annotation for vectorizing C compilers . much like traditional program libraries, excep t that it is highly unlikely that the stubs fro m one application are usable in others . Hence, th e application programmer takes on the role of a program librarian in addition to othe r responsibilities . This increases the complexity of the code development process .
In addition, the application programmer using a stub compiler is forced to use an unfamilia r style of programming when implementin g distributed application servers. A serve r program must register its remote procedure s with a runtime system dispatcher, rather tha n accept messages from correspondents an d implement the associated semantics directly. Moreover, many stub compilers choose th e identifiers of stubs and their parameter type s [11] , which is aesthetically irritating an d introduces application program maintenanc e problems . For example, some stub compilers us e the name of the interface to construct the nam e of the stubs it generates . Changing th e interface name forces the applicatio n programmer to modify all of the distribute d application modules that call stubs of tha t interface . This increases program maintenance costs.
Embedded languag e
An embedded language approach t o presentation-level services uses specia l declarations and statements embedded in a program to express the operations and dat a structures communicated between applicatio n processes [1] . These statements complement those of the host programming language an d allow programmers to express data translatio n and transmission activities in a way tha t smoothly integrates them into the normal flo w of an otherwise conventional program . Dat a structures that are arbitrarily complex can b e clearly expressed with an embedded language , an advantage it enjoys over a program librar y interface .
Programs containing embedded languag e statements are first translated by a preprocessor, which converts the embedde d language statements into code expressed in th e host programming language . The output of th e preprocessor is then compiled by a conventiona l compiler and linked with a runtime library .
This strategy allows the programmer to expres s his presentation-level service requests in a natural way within a program and yet does no t require the development of a new compiler , which normally is a costly and lengthy endeavor .
One approach to vectorizing the presentationlevel services offered by an embedded language places vectorized conversion routines for array s of base types in the runtime library . Instead of generating code loops to convert each elemen t of an array, the preprocessor generates a call t o an appropriate array conversion routine that i s vectorized or not, depending on the machine o n which it is compiled . This strategy simplifie s the preprocessor, which need not be writte n with vectorization in mind at all . The vectorize d routines in the runtime system still mus t contain #ifdef code segments or be separate routines with the appropriate annotations for the routines to be portable across differen t vectorizing compilers . In this regard th e embedded language approach resembles the us e of vectorized routines in the RPC runtim e library of a stub compiler.
The presentation-level protoco l architecture
Certain characteristics of the presentation-leve l protocol dramatically affect the efficiency o f vectorized presentation-level services . In fact , unless the presentation-level message format s satisfy certain constraints, vectorization ma y not even be possible .
A vector operation assumes its argumen t vectors are arrays of regularly located memory locations . While vector units can operate o n arguments that are scattered in memory, they allow only a very limited form of scattering . Each element of the vector must be a fixe d number of memory locations away from its nearest neighbor. Furthermore, this fixed number, the vector's stride, must be constant for all its elements.
The data structures supported by a progra m library, stub compiler or embedded language can be chosen to satisfy the stride condition o f vector operations . Consequently, vectorize d conversion is possible no matter how complicated the data structure, as long as it is represented in memory properly, a conditio n satisfied by most presentation-level interfaces .
However, conversion translates the dat a structure from its machine representatio n to/from its intermediate representation a s expressed in a presentation-level protocol . In order to vectorize the conversion, the protoco l representation of the data structure must als o be regularly laid out in memory ( fig . 1) 3 Actually, ASN .1 is an Abstract Syntax Notation of the IS O presentation-level protocol, rather than the protocol itself . However, for the purposes of this discussion the distinctio n is unimpor tant .
Vectorized Encode fro m Machine Format To Transmission Format
Tranemiesion Buffer
. VECTORIZED PRESENTATION-LEVE L SERVICES IN ELROS
ELROS is an embedded language with a n associated preprocessor and runtime system [1] . We chose an embedded language approac h because of its advantages with respect t o programmer efficiency . We rejected the use of a programming library because our client s required the communication of complex dat a structures and we wished to relieve them fro m the work of designing miniature presentationlevel protocols . We rejected a stub compile r approach because we felt our clients woul d object to dealing with more than one cod e development stream as well as findin g dispatcher-based programming disagreeable . The ELROS preprocessor recognizes and treats integer and real arrays differently from othe r arrays . Instead of generating a loop a s described earlier, it generates a call to a runtime routine to transmit the entire array . If normal BER encoding was specified fo r communication, this routine will do th e standard BER encoding, one element at a time . If LER encoding was specified, it will attempt t o vectorize or optimize the translation of th e entire array of values . There are obvious advantages to using thi s intermediate form if it happens to be identica l to the representation used on the host machine . The LER encoding algorithm is vectorizable o n vector machines like the CRAY, and also allow s optimizations such as block copies on non-vecto r machines . Further, the LER algorithm attempts to minimize any copying betwee n buffers . That is, the LER algorithm is able t o bypass an extra level of buffering that occurs i n the BER algorithm whenever no conversion o f the data format is required . The resulting performance improvements from using LFR encoding are discussed below .
Although LER encoding is very promising fo r improved performance, there are som e limitations on its use that need to be noted . Since LER uses a private type encoding, it i s not interoperable with other services providin g ASN .1 encodings such as ISODE, unless th e application provides the encoding/decoding from the private types used for LER encoded arrays . It was one of the design goals of ELROS that it would be compatible with other ASN.l protoco l services . The ASN .1 protocol would need to be extended to standardize the "vector" encodin g used by LER in order to support thi s interoperability .
Also, since the intermediate form used is for common-sized integers and reals, ELROS type s that specify extended ("non-native") sizes ar e always encoded using BER encoding . This limitation is not considered serious as applications using non-native sizes will be th e exception rather than the rule . Our immediat e concern was to address the needs of the mos t common scientific applications, which w e anticipate will use native sizes .
PERFORMANC E
We evaluated the performance of ELROS on a sample application that transmitted an array of either 10,000, 100,000 or 1,000,000 elements ( 4 byte integers or 8 byte reals) between a clien t and server. The client sends the array to th e server, and the server sends the same array back to the client . We measured the CPU time taken to complete the send and receive by th e client, since this includes the encoding an d decoding time needed . In measuring the CP U time, we intended to capture only the tim e spent in doing the data conversions, so we measured user time only and did not includ e system time .
The host machines that we used for ou r evaluation were a Sun4/690 SPARC statio n running Sun OS and a CRAY Y-MP runnin g UNICOS . We measured performance betwee n two Suns (Sun-Sun), between two CRAY s (CRAY-CRAY), and between the Sun and th e CRAY (Sun-CRAY) .
We compared the ELROS performance for BE R and LER encoding, as a base measure of th e improvement of LER over BER . We the n compared the performance of ELROS LE R encoding to XDR and PVM4 . The comparison s with PVM were done two ways: the default PVM use, where the user allows PVM to do th e encoding using XDR, and a more sophisticate d use where the user invoked library routines t o do the encoding in a vectorized manner, an d then used "raw" mode to send the encoded array.
It is worth noting that ELROS encoding routines perform more than just the translatio n of the data, however, as they also provide erro r checking for ELROS types . For example, if the ELROS type specifies that a real type is to us e 10 bits for the exponent, the ELROS sen d routine will check that all values sent ar e representable with a 10 bit exponent, eve n though IEEE64 format will allow 11 bits an d CRAY real format will allow 15 bits . Tables 1, 2 , and 3 show the comparison of BE R to LER encoding times for the three sizes o f arrays that we used as sample data . As expected, there was considerable improvemen t in our own performance using LER encoding .
With LER encoding, we achieved a speedup o f two orders of magnitude on both the Suns and the CRAYs . They also show that the Su n actually outperforms the CRAY for BE R encoding . This is not surprising since the BE R rules require byte-by-byte formation of th e intermediate representation of the data values . Suns are much better at performing byt e manipulations than are CRAYs . Table 1 shows that the LER times for a 10,00 0 element array on the Sun was not accuratel y measurable, indicated by the asterisks in tha t column . We used the UNIX system cal l times() to obtain elapsed cpu time measured i n clock ticks, and converted to seconds b y dividing by sysconf(_SC_CLK_TCK) . I n general, we found the results of these syste m calls to be uniformly accurate on the CRAY, bu t there was much more variation in the result s on the Sun, especially for the smaller sampl e size . We used averaging of multiple execution s and the larger sample sizes to increas e confidence in our measurements . Since Table 4 shows there was also performanc e improvement noted when communicatin g between two processes on the sam e architecture . Since the improvements for th e Sun times were not quite as good whe n communicating to another Sun as whe n communicating with a CRAY, we conclude tha t having a faster correspondent is definitely a factor in performance . There may also b e system buffer size or management difference s that influence these results . TCP. The XDR tests used TCP . The time to convert reals on Suns using either XDR or PVM is less than that for integers . This unexpecte d result occurs because of a system dependen t optimization, which reduces the number of procedure calls per real array element, but has no effect on the number of procedure calls pe r Table 5 -Sun-CRAY time in seconds fo r ELROS, XDR, and PVM for 1,000,000 elements PVM doesn't attempt to vectorize the encoding , so we tried doing the encoding before calling PVM, using vectorized routines supplied on the CRAY, and using the raw send/receive mode s with PVM. Table 6 -Sun-CRAY time in seconds fo r ELROS and vectorized PVM for 1,000,000 element s
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Our goal in this investigation was to determin e the feasibility of automating the vectorization o f the data format conversion used i n communicating between machines . We have argued that it is undesirable for the burden o f this vectorization to be placed on the user, an d that was our motivation for making thi s automatic for the user .
Our results have demonstrated that thi s approach is feasible, and delivers th e performance improvements anticipated . We believe our results also support our choice o f using an embedded language approach as superior to other existing presentation-leve l services for programmer efficiency and ease of use, with respect to code development an d maintenance, for reasons stated previously .
However, our current implementation o f vectorized presentation-level services doe s imply some restrictions on the interoperabilit y of ELROS with other ASN .1 protocol services . Our current automation of vectorization is no t yet generally applicable to all data types . Both of these limitations are what we hope to addres s in future work .
The private ASN .1 type encoding that we hav e utilized needs to become standard if it is to b e interoperable with other ASN .1 protocol services . More experience with "vector " encodings will be needed to facilitate a deman d for the appropriate extensions to this standard .
LER encoding in ELROS is currently limited to arrays of integers and reals . We would like to investigate extensions to the LER encoding tha t will also optimize encoding of arrays of an y primitive type . We also would like to investigate extensions for the encoding of arrays of ELROS constructed types (Record s and Unions) . The LER conversion routines for integer and real arrays already support a nonunit stride between elements that will b e needed to extend conversions to constructe d data types . Additional extensions to the ASN . 1 protocol will be used, with more private typ e encodings, to accommodate these extensions .
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